
Our Professionals are expert in their 
tasks and are always equipped with 
the knowledge, skills and experience 
to deliver exceptional services by 
participating in the discourse on 
legal trends and developments. We 
believe in the holistic evolution of our 
people for the growth of the Indian 
legal profession and community.
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We offer a wide range of legal services in the area of litigation & 
consultation in Corporate & Commercial Laws, Intellectual Property 
(IPR), Dispute Resolution, Information Technology and Cyber Laws, 
Insolvency Laws, Family Laws, Real Estate Laws, Criminal & Civil 
Laws and specialized in representing major corporations with diverse 
business interests across the globe.
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ABOUT US
We are one of the leading and 
largest corporate law firms in India 
with a team of more than thirty (30) 
Associates and Attorneys. We are 
one of the most prestigious law 
firms having around Twenty (20) 
offices across India some of which 
are located in prominent cities 
namely Delhi, Mumbai, Chennai, 
Indore, Vijayawada and Hyderabad.
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Copyright is legal protection provided to the owner of creative work for a limited period against 
third parties who may exploit this work for personal gain without the authorization of the owner.

Innovations eligible for copyright: 
-Literary Work;
-Artistic work;
-Musical work;
Sound recording or cinematography.

What is Software?
Software is a program made from a set of commands and codes which operate a computer system 
and runs by the directives of the codes resulting in the customized output. 

Eligibility for CopyRight
Some software may be programmed differently that may produce into unique output for which a 
programmer may claim ownership right i.e. copyright.

Registration for CopyRight
When the content or result page is dependent on the process of the software, then it cannot be 
copyrighted as a separate entity and is covered by the software copyright. However, in case, when the 
result page or output content is independent of the process of the software and the distinction of such 
separation is clear, the output content can be covered for copyright as an independent entity.

Conclusion
The software that generates different outputs because of their unique and creative style of 
programming and coding are eligible for copyright. In cases where the output page or content is 
independent of the software, easily distinguished from such programs can be registered for copyright 
separately.


